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Syria: Trump May Just have Started World War III

By Peter Koenig, April 08, 2017

Syria is a mere square on this murderous chess board, as was Yugoslavia, Libya, Iraq,
Somalia, Afghanistan, and many more to come. The purpose is not ‘winning a war’ – that
would be too simple. The purpose is creating and leaving behind chaos, eternal chaos. In the
case of Syria a balkanization of the country, what Clinton did to Yugoslavia. The old ‘divide
to conquer’ – it still works after hundreds of years. People are still blinded to these oldest
and most rudimentary of war strategies. They still fall for it; don’t notice; swallow the lies.

History: How African Muslims “Civilized Spain”

By Garikai Chengu, April 08, 2017

Contrary to conventional wisdom, it was ancient Africans that brought civilization to Spain
and large parts of Europe and not the other way around.

Washington’s False Flag: United Nations Confirmed that US Supported “Rebels” Were Using
Chemical Weapons

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 08, 2017

Both Trump and Obama have blood on their hands. The Chemical Weapons Attack is being
used as a “False Flag”, a pretext and a justification to wage an illegal war of aggression.

Liberated Aleppo: Dying To Get Back to School, or “Back in Government Hands”. Silly BBC
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Report 

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, April 07, 2017

“Back in government hands”; the journalist repeated it twice in the same account of her
report from Homs, Syria. Lyse Doucet had returned to the former rebel-occupied (and we
know the reputation of those rebel jihadis, don’t we?) Syrian city of Homs last week.

Canada and the Ukraine Powder Keg

By John Helmer, Michael Welch and Roger Annis, April 07, 2017

The Global Research News Hour devotes an hour examining Ukraine, now more than three
years after the overthrow of the Yanukovych government, and how Canadian foreign policy
is engaging the volatile country.
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